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We employ the recently developed multi-photon R-matrix method for molecular above-threshold
photoionization to obtain second-order ionization amplitudes that govern the interference in RA-
BITT experiments. This allows us to extract RABITT time delays that are in better agreement
with non-perturbative time-dependent simulations of this process than the typically used combi-
nation of first-order (Wigner) delays and asymptotic corrections. We calculate molecular-frame as
well as orientation-averaged RABITT delays for H2, N2, CO2, H2O and N2O and analyze the ori-
gin of various structures in the time delays including the effects of partial wave interference, shape
resonances and orientation-averaging. Time-delays for B and C states of CO+

2 are strongly affected
by absorption of the second (IR) photon in the ion. This effect corresponds to an additional con-
tribution, τcoupl, to the asymptotic approximation for the RABITT delays τ ≈ τmol + τcc + τcoupl.
Applicability of the asymptotic theory depends on the target and IR photon energy but typically
starts at approximately 30 – 35 eV of XUV photon energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental method of reconstruction of at-
tosecond beating by interference of two-photon transi-
tions (RABITT, [1, 2]) for measurement of the intrin-
sic attosecond photoionization time delay celebrates two
decades since its invention. Since its conception, it has
been applied to a variety of systems, including noble
gasses [3–5], isolated molecules H2 [6], H2O and N2O [7],
N2 [8, 9], CO [10] or CO2 [11], and has been the subject
of many theoretical works aiming at more or less accu-
rate numerical simulation of the process [12–15]. Related
methods have been used for time-resolved spectroscopy
in liquid water [16], on surfaces [17] and in other con-
texts [18–20]. Angularly dependent RABITT spectra
have been studied too, see e.g. [21, 22].

RABITT is a two-photon process where two different
absorption pathways interfere, though more complex se-
tups have been considered as well [23, 24]. An XUV pho-
ton is absorbed, with energy Ω< or Ω>, releasing the pho-
toelectron, which subsequently either absorbs another IR
photon, or—stimulated by the ambient IR field—emits
one, with energy ω. The two ionization pathways lead-
ing to the same photoelectron energy, Ω< +ω = Ω>−ω,
interfere. Their phase difference depends on many fac-
tors, including the phase of the ionizing field, the intrinsic
photoionization time delay and the relative temporal de-
lay ∆τ between the XUV and IR field [12, 13]. When
observing the photoionization yield in some direction, its
magnitude I periodically fluctuates with varying ∆τ ,

∆I(∆τ) ∼ cos (2ω(∆τ + τsb)) (1)
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giving rise to the “beating” RABITT sideband [12]. In
experiments the delay ∆τ is varied and the signal fitted
to Eq. (1) thus determining the sideband delay τsb. The
sideband delay τsb, has been commonly expressed as a
sum of the one-photon Wigner ionization delay τW and
the continuum-continuum delay τcc arising from the addi-
tional interaction with the second (absorbed or emitted)
IR photon [25], see Fig. 1, and possibly other additional
phases [26]. However, the separation of the time delay
into τW and τcc is only an approximation.
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FIG. 1. Single- (left) and multi-channel RABITT (right). Ψi

represents the initial state of the molecule, Φj is the j-th
residual ion state, βj the associated continuum wave function
of the photoelectron.

Direct calculation of the RABITT delay without the
aforementioned approximation is complicated since it is
a two-photon above-threshold ionization process (i.e. in-
volving absorption or emission of the second photon by
the photoelectron in the continuum) for which specialized
treatments are necessary. For this reason time-dependent
theoretical studies [14, 27–29] have prevailed over time-
independent ones [15, 30]. Moreover, the latter mostly
consisted of approximate methods that extended various
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asymptotic forms of the photoelectron wave functions all
the way to the origin, as in [12], where they are necessar-
ily inaccurate. This led to various approximate forms for
the continuum-continuum correction τcc [12, 25], all of
which share the same feature that they are incapable of
providing correct results in the low-energy limit. At the
same time, access to a theoretical method both compu-
tationally efficient and accurate is invaluable for analysis
of the observed experimental results.

While there have been a few successful attempts to ob-
tain two-photon above-threshold ionization amplitudes
for atoms using time-independent approaches [31–33],
these have been rarely applied to the RABITT process
so far [5]. In molecules there hasn’t been any such
option available until recently. To overcome this limi-
tation, we developed an efficient R-matrix-based time-
independent method for the calculation of multi-photon
above-threshold ionization amplitudes of many-electron
atoms and molecules [34], which can be directly applied
to RABITT and similar multi-photon processes.

In this article we apply the time-independent multi-
photon R-matrix method to calculation of RABITT
sideband delays in molecular hydrogen, nitrogen, car-
bon dioxide, water and nitrous oxide. To obtain ref-
erence results for a specific combination of an IR field
and a time-dependent XUV attosecond pulse train we
also employ the time-dependent “R-matrix with time
dependence” (RMT, [35, 36]). We compare the accu-
rate two-photon results to the one-photon Wigner delays
alone as well as augmented with various forms of the
continuum-continuum correction τcc reported in the lit-
erature. Where available, we contrast the calculations
with experimental data.

In Section II we briefly summarize the notation used
throughout the paper, define the observable RABITT de-
lays and outline the theoretical method used for calcula-
tion of the multi-photon amplitudes. In Section III we
present the calculated delays for all studied molecules and
discuss the effects of electron correlation revealed by the
use of various molecular models. In the last two sections
we analyze in detail two special aspects of the calculated
time delays: In Section IV we show that the channel
coupling mediated by the probing IR field significantly
affects the calculated (and measurable) sideband delays
in ionization of CO2 into higher excited states (B 2Σ+

u

and C 2Σ+
g ) of CO+

2 . This is due to the energy sepa-
ration of these two states being close to resonance with
the IR field. In the asymptotic treatment of molecular
RABITT time delays, the resonant transition leads to an
additional delay, τcoupl, for which we provide explicit for-
mula. The separate treatment of the channel coupling
contribution enables us to isolate time delay structures
that are caused by more complex electron correlation ef-
fects. In Section V the origin of a structure in time delays
for oriented H2 molecule and parallel emission direction
is tracked down to the interference of partial waves. A
simple time-dependent wave-packet model is introduced
for ease of interpretation, based on the time-independent

amplitudes.

II. THEORY

We use Hartree atomic units throughout the text; a0

denotes the Bohr radius. The one-photon ionization time
delay for a specific orientation of the molecule, fixed pho-
toelectron emission direction and known field polariza-
tion direction ε is defined using the asymptotic contin-
uum wave function ψ of the photoelectron as [30]

τW = − d

dE
argψ = +

d

dE
arg d(1) . (2)

Here d(1) = ε · d(1) = 〈Ψ(−)
fk |D(ε)|Ψi〉 is the one-photon

ionization amplitude into the final residual ion state Φf ,
E is the photoelectron kinetic energy and

D(ε) = ε ·
N∑
i=1

ri (3)

is the projection of the electronic dipole operator along
the polarization direction, expressed as a sum over coor-
dinates of all N electrons. The stationary photoioniza-
tion state Ψ(−) is asymptotically resolved into channels
of the final residual ion states. Due to the phase freedom,
we choose that the initial state Ψi as well as all residual
ion states are real, which justifies the second equality in
Eq. (2).

In the RABITT experiment, the total ionization signal
in a given direction depends on two interfering 2-photon
amplitudes d(2)

+ and d(2)
− corresponding to pathways Ω<+

ω and Ω> − ω, respectively:

I ∼ |d(2)
+ + d

(2)
− |2

= |d(2)
+ |2 + |d(2)

− |2 + 2|d(2)
+ ||d

(2)
− | cos arg d

(2)∗
+ d

(2)
− . (4)

The magnitude of the ionization signal depends on the
relative phase of the two-photon amplitudes due to the
last, interference, term. Assuming zero time delay ∆τ =
0 between the XUV and IR pulses, the RABITT sideband
time delay can be obtained by matching Eq. (4) to Eq. (1)
as

τsb =
1

2ω
arg d

(2)∗
+ d

(2)
− . (5)

The required two-photon amplitudes are given by the
leading-order perturbation theory expressions [37]

d
(2)
+ = 〈Ψ(−)

fk |D(ε)
1

Ei + Ω< −H + i0
D(ε)|Ψi〉 , (6)

d
(2)
− = 〈Ψ(−)

fk |D(ε)
1

Ei + Ω> −H + i0
D(ε)|Ψi〉 . (7)

Here Ei is the energy of the initial bound neutral state
Ψi, H is the field-free Hamiltonian and the many-electron
final stationary photoionization state Ψ

(−)
fk with the total
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0
r

DΨi r = a Ψi+Ω
r = b

FIG. 2. Physical space division into the inner region (left,
dark shaded), and the numerically and analytically integrated
sections of the outer region (central, light shaded and right,
in white, respectively). The symbols DΨi and Ψi+Ω illustrate
the right-hand side and the solution of Eq. (8).

energy Ef = Ei+Ω<+ω = Ei+Ω>−ω is obtained using
the standard R-matrix photoionization method [38].

In the R-matrix approach, space is split into two
parts: (a) The spherical surroundings of the target up to
some radius r = a (the “R-matrix radius”), where multi-
electron wave functions and quantum-chemical methods
are used, and (b) the outer region, where only the un-
coupled one-electron ionization channels are considered.
The two-photon ionization amplitudes in Eqs. (6) and (7)
are evaluated in two steps: First, the intermediate state
|Ψ(+)
i+Ω≶

〉 is calculated from the equation

(Ei + Ω≶ −H)|Ψ(+)
i+Ω≶

〉 = D(ε)|Ψi〉 (8)

with outgoing wave boundary condition imposed at the
boundary between the two regions. Then, the remaining
free-free matrix element can be written in the molecular
frame by means of the partial wave expansion in terms
of the photoelectron emission direction,

d
(2)
± = 〈Ψ(−)

fk |D(ε)|Ψ(+)
i+Ω≶

〉 =
∑
lmpq

d
(2)
±,flmpqXlm(k̂)εpεq .

(9)
The function Xlm(k̂) is a real spherical harmonic. This
dipole integral is evaluated numerically in the inner
region, where expansion in many-electron Hamiltonian
eigenstates is used, and analytically using the asymptotic
method from [39] in the outer region. This approach
is supplemented with an efficient integration using the
numerical Levin quadrature [40] up to a large enough
radius r = b, where the asymptotic approach is appli-
cable, see Fig. 2. This numerical method can take ad-
vantage of the known recurrence relations for Coulomb
functions [41] and offers significant speed-up compared
to classical quadrature methods. Details of the R-matrix
multi-photon calculation procedure as well as its gener-
alization to photon transitions of higher order were ex-
plained in [34]. The application of the Levin quadrature,
which was not used in the original presentation of the R-
matrix multi-photon method [34], is discussed in detail
in Appendix A.

A. Orientation averaging

The following sections discuss time delays for specific
orientation of the polarization and direction of emis-
sion in the molecular frame, as well as fully emission-
integrated and orientation-averaged time delays. The lat-
ter can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (5) and (9) into
Eq. (4) and averaging over all orientations. The result is

τ (2) =
1

2ω
arg

∑
lm

q1q2q
′
1q

′
2

d
(2)∗
+,flmq1q2

d
(2)
−,flmq′1q′2

Aq1q2q′1q′2 ,

(10)
where the factor [42]

Aq1q2q′1q′2 =

∫
ε̂q1 ε̂q2 ε̂q′1 ε̂q′2

dε̂

4π

=
1

15
(δq1q2δq′1q′2 + δq1q′1δq2q′2 + δq1q′2δq′1q2) (11)

arises due to orientation averaging. Here we assume
Cartesian basis (real spherical harmonics) for indices q1,
q2, q′1 and q′2, which correspond to molecular-frame polar-
ization directions of the two absorbed photons in the first
and the second pathway. In the derivation of Eq. (10)
we first integrated over emission directions of the photo-
electron in the molecular frame and then over all possible
relative orientations of the linear polarization vector with
respect to the molecular axis.

B. Reference RABITT delays from time-dependent
calculations

The RABITT experiment can be directly simulated us-
ing a solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion in the molecular frame. To provide such benchmark
results, we used the molecular RMT [36]. In all time-
dependent calculations performed as part of this work we
used the same combination of an attosecond XUV pulse
train (APT, consisting of odd harmonics of the IR field
frequency) and a probe IR pulse as given in [14]. The
time evolution was calculated for 19 uniformly spaced
relative temporal offsets of the two pulses to cover one
full period of the IR field. The extraction of the RA-
BITT sideband time delay was done by transforming the
evolved photoelectron wave packet to momentum space.
In momentum space, the main bands and the sidebands
were identified as local maxima of the momentum prob-
ability distribution. The sidebands correspond to even
harmonics not contained in the APT. The oscillatory be-
haviour of the sidebands with the relative pulse delay ∆τ
was fitted to the expected form given by Eq. (1) and, fi-
nally, the absolute delay of the oscillations τsb ≈ τW +τcc
corresponding to ∆τ = 0 was read out. This is the time
delay given by Eq. (5), associated with the XUV photon
energy Ω = (Ω> + Ω<)/2.

With realistic XUV pulses of finite duration the max-
ima of the momentum distribution are not infinitely nar-
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row, so some ambiguity of data extraction may arise.
Nevertheless, the synthetic pulse used in this work was
sufficiently long (and the molecules sufficiently simple)
to generate well-separated, non-overlapping peaks in the
momentum space, allowing unambiguous identification of
centres of the individual bands.

C. Molecular delay vs RABITT delay

The second-order RABITT results can be approxi-
mated using one-photon delays, where the amplitudes for
ionization after absorption of two photons in Eq. (5) are
replaced by amplitudes corresponding to absorption of
the XUV photon only (Ω< and Ω>), i.e. neglecting the
effect of absorption of the second photon. This makes
the formula a discrete approximation of Eq. (2). Then,
an expression similar to Eq. (10) can be obtained for the
averaged one-photon time delay:

τ (1) =
1

2ω
arg
∑
lmq

d
(1)∗
+,flmqd

(1)
−,flmq . (12)

Here the one-photon partial wave transition dipoles
d

(1)
±,flmq correspond to absorption of one of the two in-

terfering harmonics with frequencies Ω≶ and Cartesian
component q of the polarization vector.

Neglecting the interaction with the IR field can be
partly compensated for by inclusion of the continuum-
continuum correction τcc, which is accurate at high ener-
gies [12] as we explicitly demonstrate below by comparing
to our two-photon delays which don’t use this splitting.

We would like to stress that the two-photon delay τ (2)

considered in this work is not the same quantity as the
so-called “two-photon molecular delay” discussed in the
literature (τmol in [15], τPI in [11]). The latter can be ex-
pressed in the present definitions as τmol ≈ τ (2)−τcc and,
despite its name, is actually closer to approximating τ (1)

than τ (2) (see Appendix B), which was also confirmed
by calculations of Kamalov et al. in the supplemetary
material to Ref. [11] “in stark contrast to the previous
observation by Baykusheva and Wörner [15]”.

III. TIME DELAY CALCULATIONS AND
RESULTS

A. Details of the calculations

In all calculations presented in this article, the calcu-
lated energy of the neutral ground state was manually
shifted to recover the experimental vertical first ioniza-
tion potential of the molecule. This is a common practice
in the R-matrix method, where the same molecular or-
bitals and active space are typically used for both the
initial neutral molecule and the residual ion states. As a
consequence, the initial and the final states are described
with a different degree of accuracy but their energies can

be manually adjusted. Such a correction does not alter
excitation thresholds within the ion. Comparison of the
original calculated, the corrected, and the experimental
vertical ionization thresholds for molecules discussed in
this article is shown in Tab. I.

molecule ion state calculated (shifted) measured

N2 X 2Σ+
g 16.67 (15.60) 15.6 [43]

A 2Πu 18.12 (17.05) 17.0
B 2Σ+

u 19.87 (18.80) 18.8
CO2 X 2Πg 14.85 (13.78) 13.8 [44]

A 2Πu 18.82 (17.75) 17.6
B 2Σ+

u 19.27 (18.19) 18.1
C 2Σ+

g 20.59 (19.52) 19.4
H2O X 2B1 12.80 (12.60) 12.6 [45]

A 2A1 15.18 (14.96) 14.7
B 2B2 19.35 (19.12) 18.5

N2O X 2Π 13.66 (12.89) 12.9 [46]
A 2Σ 17.18 (16.41) 16.4
B 2Π 19.33 (18.56) 18.3
C 2Σ 21.31 (20.54) 20.1

TABLE I. Calculated, corrected (in brackets) and experimen-
tal vertical ionization potentials in eV for the final cationic
states of the molecules analyzed in this work.

Some plots below present smoothed energy dependen-
cies of the time delays. They were obtained transform-
ing often highly oscillatory raw calculated results to data
suitable for comparison to experimentally observable av-
erage trends, including effects like vibrational averaging,
finite bandwidth and similar. In Eqs. (10) and (12), time
delays are calculated as complex phases of the differen-
tial cross section interference term. These interference
terms were smoothed using a convolution with a Gaus-
sian distribution g(x). The smoothing is also very useful
for practical purposes. Extremely close to thresholds, the
multi-photon R-matrix method is extremely sensitive to
channel energies. Due to the finite precision of a com-
puter calculation, this often translates into very narrow
but extremely high spikes of numerical origin in the cal-
culated dipole energy dependence. To avoid distortion
of the results by these spurious spikes, we included an
additional weighting factor in the smoothing procedure,
which is approximately inversely proportional to the dis-
tance between the raw calculated value and the smoothed
value at the same energy:

fsmooth(xi) =
∑
j

g(xi − xj)f(xj)√
1 + |f(xj)− fsmooth(xj)|2

(13)

The additional factor penalizes strongly outlying values.
This self-consistent smoothing procedure is performed for
a few iterations until it converges.

Where both time-dependent and time-independent cal-
culations were performed, we always used the same
molecular models. In all cases fixed geometry was as-
sumed.
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B. H2 molecule

We first calculated the photoionization amplitudes and
time delays for the H2 molecule. We used two different
models: ionization of a single Hartree-Fock orbital from
a single Slater determinant (static exchange model, SE)
and full CI. In both cases we employed the basis set cc-
pVDZ and Hartree-Fock orbitals of H+

2 obtained from
Psi4 [47]. The size of the inner region was set to 150a0

(200 in the full CI calculation) and the partial wave ex-
pansion was truncated at the angular momentum ` = 4.
We performed the time-independent calculations with
the molecular scattering suite UKRmol+ [48] for a range
of photoelectron energies from the threshold up to 80 eV.
To obtain reference data, we also ran a time-dependent
simulation in RMT for the combination of pulses detailed
in the previous section. All calculations on H2 were done
for two specific configurations: with the linear polariza-
tion direction parallel or perpendicular to the molecular
axis. Only electron emission in the direction of the po-
larization vector was studied. The same configurations
were studied by Serov and Kheifets [14].

The results of the SE model are shown in Fig. 3 for
both perpendicular and parallel direction. The plots
include both the 1- and 2-photon delays as defined by
Eqs. (2) and (5), respectively. On top of that, for both
polarizations in Figs. 3a–b we also add to the 1-photon
(Wigner) ionization delays several high-energy correc-
tions from the literature [12, 25], approximating the com-
plete 2-photon picture. We see that only our full 2-
photon method is able to correctly reproduce the decreas-
ing behaviour of the time delays towards low energies.
In the long-wavelength limit all of the corrections either
over-estimate the decrease, or eventually are dominated
by the large positive Coulomb delay coming from the 1-
photon delay. Finally, it is obvious that the wide hill-like
structure in the time delays between 50 and 70 eV, that is
highlighted by the shaded background, is present both in
the first-order and second-order results. In Section V we
discuss its origin in the context of one-photon ionization.

The results for the full CI model, Fig. 4 (parallel polar-
ization only), are qualitatively equal to those of the SE
model in Fig. 3a, only the position of the broad structure
is shifted from approximately 60 eV to around 40 eV due
to an improved accuracy of the dipole matrix elements
which shifts the interference structure to lower energies,
see Section V. The wild oscillations in the full CI results
are caused by Feshbach resonances and are also appar-
ent in the dipole magnitudes, which are directly linked to
the differential cross section. As before, the second-order
calculation agrees best with the time-dependent results
from RMT.

C. N2 molecule

For N2 we first used the same basis set and the same
SE model as for H2. That is the cc-pVDZ atomic basis
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FIG. 3. Calculated RABITT sideband delays and other com-
puted reference time delays for photoionization of H2 in the
static exchange model into the ground state of H+

2 by a
pulse linearly polarized parallel (left column) or perpendic-
ular (right column) to the molecular axis and photoelectron
emission in the same direction. The top row shows the time
delays calculated from the time-dependent (RMT) and time-
independent method (one-photon τW , two-photon τsb) com-
pared to calculations of Serov and Kheifets [14]. Different
asymptotic corrections of Dahlström et al. [12] and Ivanov
and Smirnova [25] are used to complement τW . The middle
row shows the magnitude of the one-photon ionization dipole
per partial wave, and the bottom row contains the phases of
these dipoles, partial and total. The shaded region, 50–70 eV,
highlights the interval of energies where the two contributing
partial wave amplitudes exchange in magnitude and their in-
terference gives rise to the feature in the time delays.

set was used together with all N2 HF molecular orbitals
of the neutral ground state. The partial wave expansion
was extended to ` = 6, R-matrix radius was set to 15a0,
while other parameters were left unchanged. The calcu-
lated results, both time-dependent and time-independent
are in Fig. 5. As before, there is an energy interval around
50 eV where the magnitudes of the leading partial pho-
toionization dipole elements become comparable, causing
a large variation of the total phase. On top of that, the
f -wave (l = 3) exhibits another feature related to a broad
shape resonance around 20 eV. Unlike the time delay fea-
ture caused by the partial wave interference, this latter
one is also visible in the results for an unoriented sample
of molecules (red curve in Fig. 5a).

The various asymptotic forms of the continuum-
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FIG. 4. Calculated RABITT sideband delays (τsb) and other
computed reference time delays (τW , τcc) for photoionization
of H2 in the full CI model into the ground state of H+

2 by a
pulse linearly polarized parallel with the molecular axis and
photoelectron emission in the same direction. The results
are compared to the same data as in Fig. 3: the full geen
line with circles (barely visible) corresponds to the PSECS
calculation [14] and the black dashed line with triangles to
RMT. The shaded region highlights the region of partial wave
interference as in Fig. 3.

continuum delay perform similarly as in H2. For low
energies they diverge away from the time-dependent and
second-order calculations, but for photoelectron kinetic
energies above 20 eV they generally perform very well,
the short-range variant of [12] being the least accurate.

Loriot et al. [8] and Nandi et al. [9] measured relative
RABITT time delays of the ground ionic state X 2Σ+

g

with respect to the excited ionic state A 2Πu for an un-
oriented sample of N2 molecules in the vicinity of a broad
shape resonance located at 30 eV of photon energy. Hav-
ing access to molecular-frame partial wave transition el-
ements in the present R-matrix method, we are easily
able to calculate the laboratory-frame observables using
Eq. (10) and (12). In Fig. 6 we present the results of such
calculation, where we used a larger molecular fixed-nuclei
model with internuclear separation d = 1.1Å, based on
the cc-pVQZ basis set as employed in an accurate N2

structure study [49, 50]. We used complete active space
self-consistent field (CASSCF) orbitals of N+

2 obtained
in Molpro [51] by optimizing with respect to the sum of
energies of the three lowest states of N+

2 in the D2h point
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FIG. 5. RABITT sideband delays and other reference time
delays for photoionization of N2 in the static exchange model
into the ground state of N+

2 by a pulse linearly polarized paral-
lel (left column) or perpendicular (right column) to the molec-
ular axis and photoelectron emission in the same direction.
The top row shows the time delays, the middle row shows
the magnitude of the one-photon ionization dipole per par-
tial wave, and the bottom row contains the phases of these
dipoles, partial and total. The grey shaded regions 45–60 eV
in both columns highlight the interval of energies where the
contributing partial wave amplitudes exchange in magnitude
and their interference gives rise to the feature in the time de-
lays. The light blue shaded region in the left column, around
20 eV, is where the dominant f -wave is the one most affected
by the nitrogen’s broad shape resonance.

group, corresponding to the two states X and A in D∞h.
We constructed the molecular model from 2 frozen or-
bitals, 9 active orbitals and 300 ionic states, employing
R-matrix radius r = 15a0, partial wave expansion up to
` = 6 and a B-spline basis consisting of 30 equally spaced
functions for construction of the radial continuum func-
tions. This model gives sufficiently accurate one-photon
cross sections and asymmetry parameters, see Fig. 7, par-
ticularly for the X state displaying the prominent reso-
nance around 30 eV.

To explore electron correlation effects, we also calcu-
lated the same process with the SE model discussed be-
fore, see dashed lines in Figs. 6 and 7. In that calculation
we used HF orbitals generated from the same basis set,
cc-pVQZ; 4 of these orbitals were included in the contin-
uum basis as virtual orbitals. Other parameters were left
unchanged.
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FIG. 6. Unsmoothed (grey) and smoothed RABITT side-
band delays for photoionization of N2 into the lowest two
states of N+

2 in a larger close-coupling model, averaged over
orientations of the molecule. Dashed curves correspond to the
static exchange results, solid to close-coupling. Left column:
raw and smoothed discrete one-photon delays τ (1). Right col-
umn: 2-photon delays τ (2). The experimental and theoretical
results of Loriot et al. [8] are shown using the filled circles
and the purple curve, respectively. The experimental data of
Nandi et al. [9] are plotted using the empty circles. Experi-
mental data for the transition between the lowest vibrational
states are plotted. The resonance in the X state discussed in
text is highlighted by the shaded region.

For the RABITT calculation, the IR wavelength was
800 nm, which is different than the wavelength of 400 nm
used in [8]; however, in the experiment a frequency dou-
bled fundamental pulse was used which resulted in a more
complex interference of three ionization pathways. De-
spite the slightly different method, the calculated and
orientation-averaged molecular two-photon delays agree
very well with the experiment in the energy range 24–
30 eV, see Fig. 6f. In Fig. 6 our calculated results are
given in their raw, unsmoothed form (grey), as well as
with Gaussian smoothing as explained in the theory sec-
tion. The experimental point at 21 eV is somewhat off
the smoothed curve but the upward trend of the delays
observed in the experiment is confirmed by our calcula-
tions. The agreement with both experiments is excellent,
with only a minor deviation in the lowest-energy experi-
mental point.

Figure 6 also clearly demonstrates that only the large
close-coupling (CC) model is able to reproduce the in-
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FIG. 7. Smoothed isotropic cross sections and asymmetry pa-
rameters for one-photon ionization of N2 into the lowest two
states of N+

2 . Results are compared to measurements of Plum-
mer et al. [52], Samson et al. [53], Woodruff and Marr [54]
and Marr et al. [55]. The peak of the resonance in the X state
discussed in the text is highlighted. Labels “SE” and “CC”
distinguish the static exchange and close coupling models.

crease of the relative delay at low energies. This differ-
ence in the relative delays arises due to the structure in
the absolute delays for the X state, see Fig. 6b, where
in the region from 23 eV to 19 eV the smoothed CC re-
sults maintain constant delays at variance with the SE
results which drop down monotonously, while the abso-
lute delays pertaining to the A state drop down in the
same interval in both types of calculation. This clearly
demonstrates the important role of electron correlation
at low energies in ionization into the X state.

D. H2O and N2O molecules

Huppert et al. [7] measured relative RABITT time de-
lays in unoriented H2O and N2O molecules, exploring
the effect of photoionization shape resonances. They ob-
served that the calculated relative delays between the
ionization of H2O molecule into states A 2A1 and X 2B1

are essentially featureless. Our fully two-photon calcu-
lation confirms their conclusion, see Fig. 8, even though
neither our nor their calculation is able to fully reproduce
the measured data within the reported experimental un-
certainty. In this calculation we used the large molecular
model from [36], which was shown to provide one-photon
cross sections in a good agreement with experiment. The
wavelength of the IR field was assumed to be 800 nm.

Figure 9 compares our one- and two-photon delays to
measurement and calculation of time delays in N2O [7],
while Fig. 10 shows the one-photon observables for this
molecule. Figures 9 and 10 also compare two different
molecular models: SE and CC. In the former case we
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FIG. 8. Orientation-averaged two-photon time delays τ (2)

for ionization of H2O into the first two states of its ion and
their difference. Comparison is done to the measurement and
calculation of Huppert et al. [7].

used Hartree-Fock orbitals of the neutral N2O molecule
at its experimental equilibrium geometry (N–N 1.128 Å,
N–O 1.184 Å), obtained from Psi4 [47] using the basis set
cc-pVTZ. The B-spline continuum basis was the same as
in the above N2 calculations and included 10 additional
virtual HF orbitals of the molecule. In contrast, for the
CC model we used CASSCF molecular orbitals of N2O
obtained in Molpro [51] by state-averaging including the
neutral ground state and the eight lowest states of the
ion (in D2h). The larger molecular model consisted of
3 frozen orbitals, 11 active orbitals, 7 virtual orbitals
added to the continuum basis and 200 ionic states. The
IR wavelength was 800 nm.

Judging by the agreement with photoionization mea-
surements of Brion and Tan [56], Truesdale et al. [46]
and Carlson et al. [57] in Fig. 10, the CC model yields
very good one-photon cross sections. Only the asymme-
try parameter for the excited state (Fig. 10d) somewhat
deviates from the angularly resolved measurement [57]
above 40 eV. Generally, our one-photon cross sections and
asymmetries seem to agree with the experiments better
than the results of Huppert et al. [7].

However, while we are confident that our one-photon
observables are accurate, we were not able to reproduce
the experimental and the theoretical results of Huppert
et al. [7].

Having achieved such a good agreement for an anal-
ogous experiment with N2, Fig. 6f, we have no simple
explanation that would account for the qualitative differ-
ence. In contrast to N2, the partial one-photon ionization
cross sections of N2O do not exhibit as dramatic reso-
nance features, cf. Figs. 10a–b to Figs. 7a–b, even though
some shape resonances are undoubtedly present. Accord-
ing to Braunstein and McKoy [58], one of the shape reso-
nances in the ionization into the A state affects the cross
sections around the threshold. In our calculation we do
observe a build-up of the time delay towards low ener-
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FIG. 9. Smoothed and unsmoothed RABITT sideband de-
lays for photoionization of N2O into the lowest two states
of N2O+ in a small static exchange (dashed lines) and large
close-coupling (solid lines) model, averaged over orientations
of the molecule. Left column: raw and smoothed 1-photon
delays τ (1). Right column: 2-photon delays τ (2). The exper-
imental data (black points) as well as the additional calcula-
tions (black curves) are from Huppert et al. [7].

gies, but this is almost out of the range of the RABITT
experiment of Huppert et al. The second shape reso-
nance in the A state, in the range of photon energies
approx. 30–40 eV, that Braustein and McKoy discuss,
manifests solely as the dip in the asymmetry parameter.
While there seems to be a very low and broad struc-
ture in our calculated time delays centered at 35 eV, see
Fig. 9f, roughly coinciding with the bottom of the dip in
the asymmetry parameter, Fig. 10d, we found no trace of
a time delay feature as prominent as those calculated by
Huppert et al. [7] (black curves in Figs. 9a,c) by means
of the molecular theory of Baykusheva and Wörner [15].

Baykusheva and Wörner also report photoionization
delays for the A state for several fixed alignment angles
of the N2O molecule with respect to the polarization ε̂ of
the field, see Fig. 11a. Since none of their fixed-alignment
time delays for photon energies around 25 eV exceeds
75 as, it is quite surprising that their reported alignment-
averaged time delay (darker curve in Fig. 11a) exceeds
150 as in this energy range, even though we would expect
the alignment-averaged photoelectron distribution to ex-
hibit a smoother energy variance and smaller delays. In
the present fully two-photon calculation we obtained the
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FIG. 10. Smoothed cross sections and asymmetry parameters
of one-photon ionization of N2O into the lowest two states of
N2O+ calculated for the static-exchange and close-coupling
molecular model, compared to the calculation of Huppert et
al. [7] and measurements of Brion and Tan [56], Truesdale et
al. [46] and Carlson et al. [57].

emission-integrated but alignment-resolved second-order
time delay in the molecular frame and Cartesian basis
from

τsb(ε̂) =
1

2ω
arg

∑
q1q2q′1q

′
2

d
(2)∗
+,flmq1q2

d
(2)
−,flmq′1q′2

ε̂q1 ε̂q2 ε̂q′1 ε̂q′2 .

(14)
The results calculated from Eq. (14) are in Fig. 11b. The
energy dependence of our molecular-orientation-averaged
time delay is more in line with the above expectation,
i.e. not deviating significantly from the fixed-alignment
data. The continuum-continuum delay was considered
separately in [15], which is why our second-order data in
Fig. 11b, inherently containing the continuum-continuum
component, are generally lower than the molecular delays
in Fig. 11a.

In [15] it is argued that the large change in magnitude
of the molecular delay arising in the orientation averag-
ing is a key result of their theoretical method; see also
the discussion in Appendix B. However, the results of
the present second-order calculation do not exhibit such
behaviour.

The disagreement between the experiment of Hup-
pert et al. and our calculations may originate in dynam-
ical factors that either cannot be included in our calcu-
lations, such as nuclear dynamics, or come from the ex-
perimental setup departing from the purely two-photon
picture: finite bandwidth of the pulse and intensity-
dependent effects including higher-order IR transitions,
dynamical polarization of the target, etc. While the lat-
ter could be modeled using RMT, investigation of these
effects lies well beyond the scope of the present work.

Finally, going back to Fig. 9, we also see that the SE
model yields time delays that are in fair agreement with
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FIG. 11. Photoelectron-emission-integrated sideband time
delays τsb(ε̂) of photoionization into the A state of N2O+ for
several molecular alignment angles with respect to the field
polarization. Left panel: Molecular delay τmol of Baykusheva
and Wörner [15]. Right panel: Present two-photon calcula-
tion in UKRmol+.

the CC model for energies above approximately 25 eV.
For lower energies the results are strongly affected by res-
onances close to the channel thresholds, requiring a more
complex description. The overall agreement between the
single-channel and the multi-channel calculations also to
some degree dispels a concern that the lack of anticipated
shape resonance features in the second-order time delays
is caused by insensitive smoothing approach. Still, given
the large density of resonances in the two-photon data,
some uncertainty related to the smoothing persists. It
also leaves open the question as to how the unsmoothed
results would look like if nuclear vibration was included
in the model. Below 25 eV the difference between the
models increases, particularly due to the improved posi-
tion of the low-energy shape resonance in the A state.

E. CO2 molecule

Kamalov et al. [11] measured molecular orientation-
averaged time delays for photoionization of CO2 into
the three lowest states of its ion. In their work, they
measured relative RABITT time delays with respect to
ionization of krypton. Because the ionization thresholds
of Kr and CO2 are very close to each other, the uncer-
tainty in the difference between τcc in these two gasses
was considered very small and the asymptotic forms for
τcc sufficiently accurate for this purpose. Subsequently,
they made use of accurate calculations of atomic time
delays in krypton to obtain the (1-photon) molecular de-
lays in CO2. We used the accurate molecular model
of [59] to calculate the 1-photon delays for the ground
cation state, X 2Πg, according to Eq. (12) and assumed
an 800 nm IR field. In contrast to [59], though, here we
replaced the Gaussian continuum basis with a B-spline-
based one to maintain accuracy even at somewhat higher
energies. The calculation results in an excellent agree-
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ment at higher energies, see Fig. 12a, though there is
some divergence at lower energies, possibly related to
the above-mentioned τcc-compensating procedure. Even
though the coupled-channel theory of Kamalov et al.
seems to reproduce the experimental point at ∼ 21 eV
very well compared to our calculation, we find their theo-
retical approach questionable due to their use of incorrect
boundary conditions, see Appendix C for details.

We further calculated two-photon relative ionization
delays between the excited states A 2Πu and B 2Σ+

u ,
Fig. 12b. Here the agreement is very good, too. In-
stead of using the post-processed molecular delay differ-
ence presented directly in [11] for comparison, we took
the original measured (two-photon) delays from the sup-
plementary material of that article and evaluated the B −
A difference from those. This included the value at 21 eV
otherwise omitted in the main text of that work due to
the uncertainty in the τcc used to extract the presented
molecular delays. In our calculation we are not limited by
the approximate forms of τcc and we can compare directly
to the measured relative two-photon delay. The experi-
mental uncertainty for the relative delays in Fig. 12b was
obtained by summing the experimental uncertainties for
the measured krypton-referenced data pertaining to the
two final excited states A and B.

Figure 12 further demonstrates the effect of electron
correlation on the photoionization delays. While the re-
sults for the X state are largely insensitive to the choice
between the SE and CC model, indicating weak electron
correlation, results for the excited states require the CC
model for a good experimental agreement. In Fig. 12b,
this is possibly caused by coupling of the C-channel core-
excited shape resonance to the B channel, as suggested
in the previous one-photon results [59]. A similar shift
of a shape resonance is visible in the C state of CO+

2 ,
Fig. 12c. We also see that while the difference between
the two models’ one-photon delays (magenta curves) is
more or less limited to the resonant energy interval 40–
50 eV, the two-photon results (green curves) differ from
each other in a much broader range of energies, particu-
larly in the long wavelengths. Analogous behaviour can
be observed for the X state of N+

2 in Fig. 6a,b. The
different two-photon delays for the SE and CC models
at low energies indicate that the interaction of the pho-
toelectron with the second photon is significantly more
complex than what the simple single-channel continuum-
continuum correction would suggest. This is further anal-
ysed in Section IV.

Finally, we would like to remark that the very dense
forest of narrow autoionizing resonances in Fig. 12c ends
at approximately 45 eV, corresponding to the highest
CO2 ionization threshold included in the close-coupling
expansion. This was a typical cutoff for all CC calcula-
tions in this article.
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FIG. 12. Orientation-averaged time delays for ionization of
CO2. (a) Smoothed one-photon delay τ (1) for ionization into
the ground state of CO+

2 . (b) Difference of smoothed two-
photon delays τ (2) for ionization into the first two excited
states of CO+

2 ; the asymptotic 2-photon results are obtained
from Eq. (21). Comparison is done to the calculations (inde-
pendent and coupled channels, respectively) and the experi-
ment of Kamalov et al. [11]. (c) Ionization into C 2Σ+

g . Light
curves in (a) and (c) depict unsmoothed CC results.

IV. CHANNEL COUPLING IN TIME DELAYS

The conventional description of the RABITT two-
photon process is compatible with the single-channel pic-
ture: the photoelectron is released by the XUV photon,
leaving a hole in its original orbital. This is followed by
absorption or emission of the IR quantum by the very
same electron.

However, this may not be a sufficient interpretation
for multi-electron systems with multiple open channels.
In this case, absorption of the IR photon can lead either
to transition in the ion (i.e. between the various final
channels) or to polarization (virtual excitation). Electron
correlation is then responsible for redistributing the exci-
tation among the different final photoionization channels.
This means that while the absorption of the XUV photon
results in a superposition of several ionic states coupled
to the photoelectron wave function with the residual ki-
netic energy, interaction with the IR field further mixes
these channels, proportionally to the dipole coupling be-
tween them. This is somewhat similar to the process
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investigated in [60] (in the lithium atom), with the im-
portant distinction that in the latter case the resonant
transition was occurring within the neutral target rather
than in the residual ion.

SE

CC

XUV

C × ᴪ

B × ᴪ

C × ᴪ

B × ᴪ

IR (1.55 eV)

C × 'ᴪ

B × 'ᴪ

C × 'ᴪ

B × 'ᴪ

1.3 eV

FIG. 13. Absorption of XUV and IR photons in CO2, in-
dicating possible absorption pathways involving residual ion
states B 2Σu and C 2Σg, including the dipolar channel cou-
pling between these two states during interaction with the IR
field.
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Thicker solid curves correspond to smoothed CC results,
dashed curves to SE results, chain curves to smoothed mod-
ified CC results (see text). Light grey curves are the un-
smoothed CC delays.

As an example we investigate here the strongly coupled
states B and C of CO+

2 , as illustrated in Fig. 13. When
we inspect the 1-photon delays for ionization into state B
and C, Fig. 14a–b, we see that the results are largely inde-
pendent of the model, single-channel or coupled-channel.

The only significant change is the shift to lower energies
and change of size of the core-excited shape resonance in
the C state, Fig. 14b, which is a known effect [59]. This
tells us that the absorption of the XUV photon alone is
not sensitive to multi-electron effects, at least away from
resonances. The wide structure in the B state with the
centre at approximately 40 eV is related to onset of the
p partial wave and is not of resonant character.

The similarity between the SE and CC calculations
holds to some degree also for the 2-photon delays,
Fig. 14c–d. However, here the CC results appear almost
uniformly shifted from the SE results by approximately
20 as towards positive delays. The 2-photon SE results
allow us to more easily identify the low-energy shape res-
onance in the B state [11], which here appears centered
at approximately 25 eV of XUV photon energy. In the
CC model, it occurs at somewhat lower photon energies.

The calculated magnitude of the ion core transition
dipole element DBC,z = 〈ΦB|

∑N
i=1 zi|ΦC〉 that couples

the residual ion states B and C together in the IR field
is approximately equal to 1.0 atomic unit, which is a rel-
atively strong coupling. For comparison, the only other
lower CO+

2 state that C is coupled to via a component
of the dipole operator is the state A, with the transition
dipole element magnitude of 0.09 a.u. Furthermore, the
states B and C are separated by the energy 1.3 eV (see
Tab. I), which is very close to the energy 1.55 eV of the
IR field used in the calculation. This means that in this
case the IR field indeed very strongly couples the two
states, producing a mixture of these two final states re-
gardless of whether the initial XUV ionization resulted
in one or the other. We verified this hypothesis by man-
ually setting the DBC,z dipole coupling element to zero
in the otherwise fully coupled calculation. The resulting
time delays are marked as “CC∗” in Fig. 14c–d and clearly
show much better agreement with the single-channel SE
results than the delays obtained from the fully coupled
original calculation.

The remaining discrepancies in the time delays for ion-
ization into the C state below 30 eV can be ascribed
to other couplings than the field-driven B-C ion core
transition. The features in the energy range 50–70 eV,
present also in the one-photon delays, are visible in the
one-photon cross sections and asymmetry parameters
too [59]. They might be unphysical pseudoresonances
since at these energies the calculation is missing not
only further singly ionic channels but also channels cor-
responding to double ionization of the molecule.

The effect of the field-driven coupling on the time de-
lays can be quantified in the asymptotic theory, purely
from the knowledge of the one-photon ionization ampli-
tudes and the ion transition dipole element. As detailed
in Appendix C, the two-photon ionization amplitude can
be written as d(2) = d

(2)
ion + d

(2)
pws, see Eq. (C11). Here the

first term is the amplitude of absorption of the photon
by the residual ion, proportional to the B–C transition
dipole matrix element, while the second term corresponds
to absorption by the photoelectron. The ion core tran-
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sition is responsible only for a small correction of the
dominant partial wave coupling term and d(2)

ion can be re-
garded as a perturbation of d(2)

pws. Expanding Eq. (10) to
the first order in d(2)

ion then yields

τ (2) = τ
(2)
0 + τ

(2)
coupl , (15)

where

τ
(2)
0 =

1

2ω
argQ0 , τ

(2)
coupl =

1

2ω

Im δQ

ReQ0
, (16)

Q0 =
∑
lm
abcd

d
(2)∗
pws,+,flm,abd

(2)
pws,−,flm,cdAabcd , (17)

δQ =
∑
lm
abcd

d
(2)∗
ion,+,flm,abd

(2)
pws,−,flm,cdAabcd

+
∑
lm
abcd

d
(2)∗
pws,+,flm,abd

(2)
ion,−,flm,cdAabcd . (18)

The partial two-photon ionization amplitudes
d

(2)
xxx,±,flm,ab and hence also the quantities Q0 and
δQ0 can be approximately calculated from the asymp-
totic theory of Appendix C that uses only the one-photon
ionization amplitudes:

d
(2)
pws,±,flm,ab ≈ −iApws

κfkf

∑
l′m′

〈lm|n̂a|l′m′〉d(1)
±,fl′m′,b ,

(19)

d
(2)
ion,±,flm,ab ≈ −

∑
n

Aion
κnkf

Dfn,ad
(1)
±,nlm,b . (20)

Here Aκk are factors that depend only on the momen-
tum κ and k of the photoelectron in the intermediate n
and the final state f of the molecular ion, respectively,
for the given absorption-absorption (+) or absorption-
emission (−) ionization pathway. The quantities d(1)

nlm
are the terms of the partial wave expansion of ionization
amplitude into the intermediate state n. In the above
two formulas, these one-photon amplitudes are recom-
bined in terms of partial waves and final states, respec-
tively. Dfn,a is the Cartesian a-component of the tran-
sition dipole between the states n and f of the residual
ion.

In other words, the additional effect of the field-driven
coupling between the two states extends the frequently
used decomposition τ (2) ≈ τmol + τcc with another term
τcoupl,

τ (2) ≈ τmol + τcc + τcoupl , (21)

or with more such terms when multiple residual ion states
are field-coupled to the final state of interest. The effect
of τcoupl on the results pertaining to B and C ion states
of CO+

2 is demonstrated in Fig. 15. Other field-driven
dipole couplings than this one are not considered. The

figure shows that for sufficiently high photon energies this
new term describes almost perfectly the difference be-
tween the CC and CC∗ datasets in Fig. 14, confirming
consistency between the full second-order method dis-
cussed earlier and the asymptotic approach just intro-
duced.
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FIG. 15. Contribution of the field-driven B–C coupling to
the photoionization delays in CO2 according to the asymp-
totic theory of Appendix C. The curves labeled as τ (2) are
obtained from the full two-photon method; asterisk marks re-
sults with excluded B–C residual ion coupling from the full
theory. The quantity τcoupl,BC (yellow line in both panels)
is the contribution to the time delay arising from the B–C
coupling, as calculated in the asymptotic theory.

While the new term τcoupl is proportional to the transi-
tion dipole element between the final and the intermedi-
ate ion state, in the asymptotic approach this is the only
way that the channel coupling explicitly enters the for-
mulas (C12)–(C14). If this transition dipole is obtained
from some external source, τcoupl can be calculated even
from an uncoupled photoionization model. In the studied
case of CO2, addition of τcoupl to the SE results in Fig. 14
would shift them upwards, making them compatible with
the proper CC calculation. Only the resonance features
specific to the coupled model cannot be obtained in this
way, since they are a manifestation of electron correla-
tion.

The complete asymptotic splitting of the delay given
by Eq. (21) converges to the two-photon result in the
limit of high energies. This is illustrated in Fig. 16.
Inclusion of τcoupl for the states B and C is necessary
due to their substantial dipolar coupling. However, even
with the coupling delay accounted for the approximation
for the excited states significantly deviates from the two-
photon results at energies below 35 eV. At such energies
only the complete multi-photon and multi-electron the-
ory is appropriate and can reproduce the measurement
in Fig. 12b.
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FIG. 16. RABITT sideband delays for photoionization of CO2

into its four lowest ion states (yellow light solid curve) com-
pared to the asymptotic approximation (red dark solid curve).
Individual terms of the asymptotic approximation are plotted
as broken lines.

V. INTERFERENCE STRUCTURES IN TIME
DELAYS

When compared to the time-dependent approach the
time-independent R-matrix approach for calculation of
2-photon delays offers the advantage of an improved
computational efficiency and a clearer interpretation in
terms of channel-resolved amplitudes and their interfer-
ences. This allows for a detailed interpretation of some
structures that are otherwise simply part of the total
time-dependent ionization yield when a time-dependent
method is used.

It was shown earlier [61, 62] that—unlike atoms—in
the case of molecules some partial wave components of
oriented photoionization dipoles feature “deep minima”
at specific energies. These minima are the result of de-
structive interference between electrons ionized from the
individual atoms of the molecule. This picture is easily
applicable to diatomics where it resembles a double-slit
interference and leads to a formula for the minima re-
lating interatomic distance to photoelectron energy or
wavelength [63].

As an example of use of the partial wave dipoles in as-
sisting interpretation of the time-dependent picture, we
investigate in detail the time evolution of parallel pho-
toionization in H2. Specifically, we focus on interpreta-
tion of the broad structure in the parallel photoionization
time delays (Fig. 3a) caused by the two-center interfer-
ence.

The p-wave component of the oriented photoionization

dipole parallel with the molecular axis in the hydrogen
molecule has a deep minimum at photoelectron energy of
about 70 eV (see Fig. 17a), which means that at some-
what smaller kinetic energy it goes below the f -wave
component that is otherwise smaller due to the higher
centrifugal barrier that it has to overcome [64]. Con-
sequently, these two partial wave dipoles have different
phase-energy dependencies and so different correspond-
ing partial wave photoionization delays. When the mag-
nitude of the two components swaps, the phase of the
total dipole element rapidly changes from being almost
equal to that of the originally dominant p-wave to be-
ing very similar to that of the other partial wave. This
swapping can be localized in a narrow region around the
crossing energy and so the time delay, which is the energy
derivative of the dipole element phase, will become very
large. This is illustrated in Fig. 17f.

Note that in [63] where a similar structure in the par-
allel photoionization delays is discussed in H+

2 , it is as-
cribed to the minimum of the differential cross section.
It is argued that “the destructive interference suppresses
the emission of the outgoing wave packet and the mag-
nitude of the corresponding tEWS delay is significantly
increased.” While we agree that there is a connection to
the minima in the differential cross sections, we feel this
explanation is not accurate and not giving a detailed in-
sight into the actual mechanism by which the interference
could “suppress” a wave packet.

To further elaborate what this delay means in the time-
dependent picture, we construct a simple model of the
1-photon ionization process. We irradiate the molecule
with a spectrally narrow Gaussian pulse such that if
the photoionization efficiency was constant, the resulting
photoelectron wave packet would have the energy spec-
trum

A(Ek) = κe−λ(k−k0)2 , (22)

where Ek = k2/2 is photoelectron kinetic energy, k0 is the
central momentum and κ a suitable normalization con-
stant. We know, however, that the photoionization has
different efficiency at different energies, which is directly
related to the photoionization amplitude (or dipole). We
focus on the p- and f-components of the wave packet that
propagates along the z axis

ψ(z, t) = ψp(z, t) + ψf (z, t) , (23)

of the two contributing partial wave components

ψl(z, t) =

+∞∫
0

A(Ek)d
(1)
l (Ek)ei(kz−Ekt)dk. (24)

Now, we could substitute for d(1)
p (Ek) and d

(1)
f (Ek) the

photoionization amplitudes (dipoles) calculated numer-
ically. For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to the
narrow vicinity of the swapping energy (E0 = 40 eV)
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FIG. 17. Left and center: Fit of the energy dependence of the magnitudes and phases respectively of the one-photon amplitudes
of the axial ionization of H2 by weak field polarized parallel with the molecular axis for the full CI model. Right: one-photon
time delays calculated as the energy derivative of the combined transition dipole element.
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and perform a fit of the energy dependencies of the mag-
nitude and phase of the dipoles; see Fig. 17. We end up
with the following model

d
(1)
l (Ek) = ale

iηl(Ek)e−αlEk , (25)

where the energy-dependent phase is

ηl(Ek) = η0
l + (E − E0)τl (26)

and the values of the constants are ap = 1.70, af = −2.1,
αp = 2.1, αf = 0.4, η0

p = 1.71, η0
f = −2.10, E0 = 1.47

(= 40 eV), τp = 0 and τf = 0.4. This model reproduces
qualitatively the interference structure in the time delays
in Fig. 4, as shown in Fig. 17c. For a sufficiently narrow
spectrum, that is, large values of λ, the integrations in
Eq. (24) can be extended to minus infinity, because the
Gaussian envelope of the source pulse will not allow any
significant contribution from negative momenta. The in-
tegral in Eq. (24) can then be calculated analytically.

The explicit forms of the wave packet (24) corresponding
to the model parameters is

ψl(z, t) =

√
π

Al

DlBl
2Al

e
−Cl+

B2
l

4Al . (27)

Here

Al = λ+
αl
2

+ i
t− τl

2
, Cl = λk2

0 , (28)

Bl = −2λk0 − iz , Dl = −alκei(η0l−τlE0). (29)

We can then find out the effect of the partial wave in-
terference on the time delay by comparing the time-
dependent position of the actual wave packet including
the interference

ρtotal(z, t) = |ψp(z, t) + ψf (z, t)|2 (30)
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to the position of a reference wave packet, whose compo-
nents have the same phase,

ρreference(z, t) = ||ψp(z, t)|+ |ψf (z, t)||2 . (31)

The comparison of the wave packets (for λ = 500) is
plotted in Fig. 18. Even though the centres of the partial
wave packets are very close to each other, the maximum
of the total combined wave packet has its centre signif-
icantly shifted towards the origin and hence the wave
packet appears retarded on the detector when compared
to the reference wave packet whose components do not
interfere. This apparent retardation can be directly cal-
culated in this model case by evaluating the position of
the peak of ρtotal(z, t) for a given time. This is then
compared to the expected position z0(t) = k0t, where
k0 =

√
2E0. Here we assume that the peak is located at

z(t) = z0(t) + ∆z, with ∆z being a small offset with re-
spect to z0(t). Simplification of the expression ρtotal(z, t)
to the first order in λ−1 and localization of its maximum
with respect to ∆z leads to a λ-independent result

∆z ' −1

2
k0(τp + τf ) +

1

2
k0(αp − αf ) tan

η0
p − η0

f

2
. (32)

This is related to the apparent time delay τ ' −∆z/k0

of the combined wave packet:

τ ' 1

2
(τp + τf )− 1

2
(αp − αf ) tan

η0
p − η0

f

2
. (33)

For the above-given parameters of the model, we get
τ
.
= 66 as, in good agreement with the value of 64 as

obtained directly from the time-independent approach
(highlighted by the grey cross-hair in Fig. 17c). We see
from Eq. (33) that when the phases η0

p and η0
f of the

partial dipoles are the same at the crossing energy E0,
the resulting time delay corresponds to a simple mean
of the partial time delays of the two wave packets. The
explanation is that in this case the wave packets do not
interfere, the magnitudes of the wave packets are additive
and the centre of the combined wave packet corresponds
to a simple mean of the two constituent wave packets’
centres.

The same is true when the local energy dependence of
the magnitude of the partial dipoles at E0 are equal, αp =
αf . In the wave packet picture this also makes sense:
The overall phase of the sum of the two partial wave
packet contributions of the same magnitude will be the
mean of their individual phases, arg(exp iηp + exp iηf ) =
(ηp + ηf )/2. And this in turn leads to the mean time
delay τ = (τp + τf )/2 for the combined wave packet.

To sum up, the partial wave interference is responsible
for asymmetric subtraction of the resulting wave packet,
rather than “suppression” [63] of the wave packet as a
whole. It is now obvious that the same mechanism can
also result in advancing the wave packet, i.e. in negative
time delays, which is what occurs in the perpendicular
ionization of N2 in Fig. 5b. Nevertheless, as commented
in [26], observation of these interference delay peaks is
experimentally challenging, because they are located an-
gularly close to minima in the differential cross section.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article we investigated RABITT time de-
lays calculated from full 2-photon amplitudes by the
time-independent multi-photon R-matrix method. This
method offers significant advantages compared to typ-
ical methods used in the field: it is computationally
more efficient than the solution of the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation and provides accurate second-order
results for the time delays. We have explicitly veri-
fied that the conventional asymptotic theory (τ (2) ≈
τmol + τcc) based on separability of the individual contri-
butions is insufficient at low energies. As expected, the
asymptotic theory is accurate at higher photoelectron en-
ergies but the threshold for its applicability depends on
the target and ranges from a few eV of photoelectron en-
ergy for H2 up to a few dozen for CO2. Depending on the
target and the IR photon energy, the RABITT delay may
contain an additional contribution, τcoupl, coming from
field-induced ion-state coupling. In contrast to that, as
expected, the second-order time-independent theory pro-
vides time delays in agreement with results obtained by
solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation all
the way to the threshold.

We calculated orientationally averaged absolute
and/or relative time delays for N2, CO2, H2O and N2O,
finding a very good agreement with published measure-
ments for N2 and CO2, a fair agreement for H2O, but a
very poor one for N2O, despite reproducing the exper-
imental one-photon ionization cross sections very well.
This implies that either the measurements [7] should be
revisited or our theory is failing to account for other ef-
fects that might play a significant role such as nuclear
motion.

The comparison between single-channel and close-
coupling calculations suggests that electron correlation
significantly alters the time delays at photon energies
even as high as 40 eV for some of the studied molecules.
This is particularly noticeable around shape resonances
in ionization of N2 and CO2.

We further discussed in detail the effect of field-driven
coupling of ionization channels. We demonstrated that
in the case of CO2 the ion states B and C are strongly
coupled by typical IR fields, resulting in a significant de-
viation of the calculated (and measurable) time delays in
the coupled model from the results of the single-channel
model. Based on this observation we have extended the
widely used asymptotic approximation [15] for the two-
photon time delays τ (2) = τmol + τcc to include an addi-
tional delay τcoupl that describes the effect of the field-
driven coupling of the final residual ionic states. This
correction can be used together with the single-channel
models, provided that the residual ion dipole transition
element is obtained from some external source.

Finally, we inspected the origin of the structures in
the time delays for oriented molecules. We demonstrate
the connection between the 1-photon time delay and the
shape of the photoelectron wave packet: the destructive
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partial wave interference alters the shape of the wave
packet, resulting in its apparent retardation or advance-
ment. In H2, this interference is a coincidence caused by
a deep minimum in the p-wave partial photoionization
cross section. In N2 it is caused by convergence of the p
and f partial wave cross sections, with additional effect
of the l = 5 partial wave.
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Appendix A: Levin quadrature

Levin [40] introduced an efficient quadrature method
for highly oscillatory integrands that takes advantage of
some additional knowledge about the integrated function.
The method can be used to numerically evaluate integrals
of the form

I =

b∫
a

f(r) ·w(r)dr , (A1)

where components of w(r) strongly oscillate, but compo-
nents of f(r) do not. Moreover, there has to be a known
rectangular matrix A(r) that relates the oscillating part
of the integrand to its derivative, w′(r) = A(r)w(r).
Then the result of the integral can be written as a differ-
ence of surface terms

I = p(b) ·w(b)− p(a) ·w(a) , (A2)

provided that the auxiliary set of functions p(r) satisfies
the coupled differential equations

p′(r) + A>(r)p(r) = f(r) (A3)

with any boundary conditions; the homogeneous solution
does not contribute to Eq. (A2). In our RABITT calcu-
lations, the integrals of interest have always the form

I =

b∫
a

rmHs1
l1

(η1, k1r)H
s2
l2

(η2, k2r)dr , (A4)

where H±l (η, ρ) is the Coulomb-Hankel function and ηi =
−1/ki for singly charged cations. Coulomb functions are
generally expensive to evaluate numerically, so finding a
quadrature scheme that avoids evaluating them too often
is very beneficial. Choosing

f(r) =

r
m

0
0
0

 , w(r) =


Hs1
l1

(η1, k1r)H
s2
l2

(η2, k2r)
Hs1
l1

(η1, k1r)H
s2
l2+1(η2, k2r)

Hs1
l1+1(η1, k1r)H

s2
l2

(η2, k2r)
Hs1
l1+1(η1, k1r)H

s2
l2+1(η2, k2r)


(A5)

makes it possible to construct the matrix A(r) from the
known recurrence relations for the Coulomb-Hankel func-
tions [41].

To make the solution of the differential equation (A3)
fast, we expand the unknown components of p(r) in
terms of Chebyshev polynomials of some given order and
solve the set of equations as a “collocation condition”.
That is, we require that the equations hold in some cho-
sen set of discrete points. In this case the Chebyshev
nodes of the same order as the interpolating polynomi-
als were used as the collocation points. The differen-
tial equations become a small set of algebraic equations,
which is solved using standard LAPACK routines. The
use of Chebyshev polynomials as the interpolating ba-
sis set is advantageous because it avoids the Runge phe-
nomenon [65] by a dense distribution of nodes towards
the edges of the interval. For all calculations in this ar-
ticle we used the Chebyshev order of 5.

For transitions from closed to open channels, one of the
oscillating Coulomb-Hankel functions in (A4) becomes
the exponentially decreasing real-valued Whittaker func-
tion. In such a case, it is used as the factor f(r), leaving
w(r) with two independent components only. This re-
duces the rank of the linear system by half.

The recurrence relations for Coulomb functions always
diverge in some direction. Levin quadrature employs
both directions, so the solution of Eq. (A3) will always
contain an exponentially increasing component, poten-
tially making numerical calculations unstable. However,
this is easy to avoid by using a fixed-order adaptive vari-
ant of the method. The integration interval is always
divided in half, quadrature estimates are calculated in
both half-intervals and compared to the estimate for the
whole interval. When the difference is not significant,
the result is considered converged. Otherwise, recursive
subdivisions are done until the fixed order becomes accu-
rate enough and convergence is reached. Overall, for the
present application Levin quadrature achieves compara-
ble accuracy to Romberg quadrature with at least 100
times fewer evaluations of the Coulomb functions. The
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special functions need to be explicitly calculated only in
the endpoints of all sub-intervals.

Appendix B: Molecular delay vs one-photon delay

Bakusheva and Wörner [15] define the two-photon
molecular delay in their equation (25) as

τmol(2q, k̂, R̂γ) =
1

2ω
arg
[
b∗2q−1b2q+1

]
(B1)

by means of the quantity

b2q±1(k̂, R̂γ) =
∑
LM

b2q±1,LM (R̂γ)YLM (k̂) , (B2)

where, by their equation (19),

b2q±1,LM (R̂γ) =

√
4π

3
(−1)m2+1EIR

−m2

×
∑
ρρ′λµ

Iλµρ′〈YLM |Y1ρ|Yλµ〉D(1)
ρ′m1

(R̂γ)D(1)
ρm2

(R̂γ) . (B3)

Here the quantum numbers m1 and m2 are the
laboratory-frame components of the XUV and IR fields,
respectively. They are both set to zero for fields with
identical linear polarization. The sum over L and M in
Eq. (B2) invokes the resolution of identity. Combined
with equations (3) and (4) from [15], it yields

b2q±1(k̂, R̂γ) = −(k̂ · εIR)Ii,f (2q ± 1, k̂, R̂γ) , (B4)

where Ii,f is the matrix element of one-photon ionization
from the initial state i to final state f . In the present
notation in the molecular frame it is

Ii,f (2q ± 1, k̂) = εXUV ·
∑
lmq

d
(1)
∓,flmXlm(k̂) . (B5)

Apart from the irrelevant sign factor in Eq. (B4), the
complex phase of the quantity b is identical to the com-
plex phase of the one-photon ionization matrix element.
For a fixed orientation of the molecule with respect
to the field and for a fixed photoelectron emission di-
rection, the formula (B1) then necessarily yields the
discrete-derivative approximation to the one-photon de-
lays, Eq. (2). However, due to the additional angular
weight factor k̂ · εIR arising from the asymptotic the-
ory, the emission- and orientation-averaged τmol may con-
tain some features of the full second-order expression,
Eq. (10), in addition to the plain one-photon delays given
by Eq. (12). If we integrate the product b∗2q−1b2q+1 in
Eq. (B1) over emission directions k̂ and average over po-
larization directions ε = εXUV = εIR, we obtain

τmol =
1

2ω
arg

∑
lmp
l′m′p′

d
(1)∗
+,flmpd

(1)
−,fl′m′p′

∑
qq′

App′qq′Bll′mm′qq′ ,

(B6)

where App′qq′ was given in Eq. (11), while

Bll′mm′qq′ =

∫
k̂qk̂q′XlmXl′m′ d2k̂

=
4π

3

∑
λµ

G11λ
qq′µGλll

′

µmm′ . (B7)

The symbol Gl1l2l3m1m2m3
denotes the full angular integral

of a product of three real spherical harmonics. Equa-
tion (B6) illustrates that the averaged τmol sits, in terms
of complexity, somewhere between τ (1) and τ (2), cf.
Eqs. (12) and (10). However, this difference alone does
not seem to account for the disagreement in Fig. 9. When
we use the same 1-photon ionization dipoles d(1)

±,lmq to cal-
culate τmol, using Eq. (B6), and τ (1), we obtain very sim-
ilar results, see Fig. 19. The only discernible difference
is visible for the A-state around 40 eV of photon energy,
but not as massive as Fig. 9a,c suggest, so the disagree-
ment between our results and those of Huppert et al. [7]
must be coming from a different molecular description.
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FIG. 19. Comparison of unsmoothed unoriented one-photon
delays τ (1) and molecular delays τmol for ionization of N2O
into the ground and the first excited state of N2O+.

Appendix C: Channel coupling in asymptotic theory

In their theoretical exposition of molecular delays, Ka-
malov et al. [11] reach Eq. (B1) too but with a formula
for b that involves the S-matrix, at variance with Bayku-
sheva and Wörner [15]. However, their starting point is
the boundary condition

〈r|Ψ(−)
k,n〉

r→∞−→
∑
LM

iLe−iσL

∑
plm

Y ml (k̂)
i

r
√
πkp

×
(

e−iφp(r)δnLM
plm
− e+iφp(r)S∗nLM

plm

)
Y ml (r̂)|Φp〉 , (C1)

which is incorrect. Additionally, note that their h± are
actually asymptotically proportional to e∓iφp(r). The
correct stationary photoionization boundary condition
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given by Burke [66] is

〈r|Ψ(−)
k,n〉

r→∞−→
∑
LM

iLe−iσLYM∗L (k̂)
∑
plm

−i

r
√

2πkp

×
(

e+iφp(r)δ plm
nLM

− e−iφp(r)S∗plm
nLM

)
Y ml (r̂)|Φp〉 . (C2)

In both equations φp(r) = kpr + k−1
p ln 2kpr − πlp/2 +

σlp(kp) is the total asymptotic phase of a Coulomb wave
function and Φp are the bound states of the ion. The
wave function of the intermediate state after absorption
of the first photon is

|Ψ(+)
i+Ω〉 ≈

∑
in

∫ |Ψ(−)
κn,in

〉〈Ψ(−)
κn,in

|D(εXUV)|Ψi〉
Ei + Ω− Eκn

+ i0
d2κ̂ndEκn ,

where we neglected the contribution of the bound spec-
trum to the resolution of the Green’s operator of Eq. (8).
When we perform the integral over photoelectron emis-
sion directions κ̂n, we obtain an approximation for
〈r|Ψ(+)

i+Ω〉:

∑
npq

∫ 1
rF

(−)
pn Y

mp

lp
|Φip〉〈 1rF

(−)
qn Y

mq

lq
Φiq |D(εXUV)|Ψi〉

Ei + Ω− Eκn
+ i0

dEκn
,

F (−)
qn (r) =

−i√
2πκq

(
e+iφq(r)δqn − e−iφq(r)S∗qn

)
. (C3)

Due to Eq. (C3), the above integral over channel energies
Eκn

consists of two terms with opposite signs in the expo-
nentials. Denoting Eκ0

= κ2
0/2 = Ei + Ω, the individual

integrals can be schematically written as

+∞∫
0

e±iφ(r)h(Eκ)dEκ
Ei + Ω− Eκ + i0

= 2

+∞∫
0

e±iφ(r)h(Eκ)

κ2
0 − κ2 + i0

dEκ

=

+∞∫
0

(
e±iφ(r)h(Eκ)

κ0 − κ+ i0
+

e±iφ(r)h(Eκ)

κ0 + κ+ i0

)
dκ , (C4)

where the decomposition into partial fractions has been
used and h(Eκ) denotes omitted factors. As we are op-
erating in the limit r → +∞, the exponentials oscillate
extremely fast in κ and the only non-negligible contribu-
tions to the integral must be coming from intervals where
the remaining part of the integrand varies sufficiently
quickly as well, i.e. around the simple pole. This means
that of the two integrals in Eq. (C4) only the first one,
with κ0 − κ in the denominator, is of interest, whereas
the other one with the always positive denominator can
be neglected. For the same reason, we can extend the
lower integration bound of the first integral to minus in-
finity. Then it is possible to invoke the residue theorem
for contour integration in the κ-plane, giving eventually

+∞∫
0

e±iφ(r)h(Eκ)dEκ
Ei + Ω− Eκ + i0

≈

{
−2πie+iφ(r)h(Eκ0

)

0
(C5)

for the positive and the negative exponential, respec-
tively. Thus, of the two terms in (C3) only the one with
the positive exponential, diagonal in channels and partial
waves, remains after the integration over Eκ. Due to the
channel diagonality, the resulting form of the intermedi-
ate state wave function greatly simplifies to

〈r|Ψ(+)
i+Ω〉 ≈

∑
inlnmn

−2πe+iφn(r)

r
√

2πκn
Y mn

ln
(r̂)|Φin〉fi,n (C6)

fi,n =
∑
iqlqmq

〈1
r
F (−)
qn Y

mq

lq
Φiq |D(εXUV)|Ψi〉 , (C7)

consistently with Eq. (10) of [34] where the channel am-
plitude becomes an = −

√
2π/κnfi,n.

The approximate two-photon transition matrix ele-
ment after absorption or emission of the second photon
by the photoelectron then follows from Eq. (9) as

〈Ψ(−)
k,if
|εIR ·rN |Ψ(+)

i+Ω〉 ≈ A
pws
κk

∑
lfmf

bif lfmf
Y
mf

lf
(k̂) , (C8)

where

bif lfmf
= −i

∑
lpmp

εIR · 〈lfmf |r̂|lpmp〉εXUV · d(1)
if lpmp

,

(C9)

Apws
κk ≈

e−π/2κ+π/2k

√
kκ|κ− k|2

(2κ)i/κ

(2k)i/k

Γ(2 + i/κ− i/k)

(κ− k)i(1/κ−1/k)
. (C10)

In this second absorption step we followed the asymp-
totic theory of Dahlström et al. [12]. Only the slowly
oscillating part of the product Ψ

(−)∗
k,if

Ψ
(+)
i+Ω contributes

significantly to the matrix element (C8). Because Ψ
(+)
i+Ω

contains an exponential with a positive phase, the con-
jugated Ψ

(−)∗
k,if

has to contribute an exponential with a
negative phase. This once again discards the term con-
taining the S-matrix. The missing factor “i” in Eq. (B4)
with respect to Eq. (C9) is consistent with a different
choice of the overall phase of the second-order matrix
element in [15].

To sum up, using the correct multichannel photoion-
ization stationary state leads to the same results as ob-
tained by Baykusheva and Wörner, who took a shortcut
in their derivation by neglecting the proper asymptotic
condition (C2) of the final state as needed, even in their
one-electron theory, for a non-spherical (and thus multi-
channel) system. In any case, in the asymptotic approxi-
mation, there is no additional channel coupling by means
of elements of the S-matrix as proposed by Kamalov et
al..

The only relevant coupling for the asymptotic theory
is the field-driven dipole coupling between residual ion
states, which is normally disregarded in the hope that
the IR absorption is not resonant with any transition
within the residual ion. In Eq. (C8) we also implicitly
disregarded ion core transitions. However, the matrix
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element has generally both contributions: in the resid-
ual ion (electrons 1, . . . , N − 1) and in the photoelectron
(electron N). Concretely,

〈Ψ(−)
k,if
|D(εIR)|Ψ(+)

i+Ω〉 = εIR · 〈Ψ(−)
k,if
|
N−1∑
i=1

ri|Ψ(+)
i+Ω〉

+ εIR · 〈Ψ(−)
k,if
|rN |Ψ(+)

i+Ω〉 . (C11)

The first, ion core transition term of the amplitude
can be evaluated analogously to the second, continuum-
continuum transition given by Eq. (C8), yielding a very

similar formula

d
(2)
ion = εIR · 〈Ψ(−)

k,if
|
N−1∑
i=1

ri|Ψ(+)
i+Ω〉

≈
∑
in

Aion
κnk

∑
lfmf

bioninif lfmf
Y
mf

lf
(k̂) , (C12)

where

bioninif lfmf
= −εIR · 〈Φif |

N−1∑
i=1

ri|Φin〉 εXUV · d(1)
inlfmf

(C13)

Aion
κk ≈

e−π/2κ+π/2k

√
kκ(κ− k)

(2κ)i/κ

(2k)i/k

Γ(1 + i/κ− i/k)

(κ− k)i(1/κ−1/k)

(C14)

and the index in in Eq. (C12) runs over all relevant inter-
mediate ionic states that are dipole-coupled to the final
ion state if .
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